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Specs. 
You will need an FDM printer with a building plate at least 
30x30cm. 
As we Will be printing in flexible filament we recommend a 
printer with a direct extruder. 
If you have a Bowden extruder we recommend to print in 
harder TPU (95A) or customize your printer modifying some 
parts (link for a modification example).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1GNDxvxpWr8&t=32s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1GNDxvxpWr8&t=32s
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Included 
Models.

Back Sized Folder 
includes different sizes 
XS to XXL

Stripe Folder 

Front.stl

Lateral L.stl

Lateral R.stl
Back  
(Select your size)

7cm stripe extension.stl 
2cm stripe extension.stl
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Recommended Printing Materials. 

• We have tested this model in TPE and TPU of the hardness of 95A and 82A. 
• The more flexible and elastic the material the better, for a more comfortable feel. 82A is softer and better than 95A. 
• If you have an 82A or smother you can print the garment with knick-like texture or as it is for a latex looking finishing. 
• If using less flexible material as 95A TPU, is recommended to print only in the knit-like texture that we are explaining 

further in this document. 
• Our favourite choice is Filaflex.  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If you are not familiar with this materials is recommended to 
watch this tutorials. 
3D Printing with Flexible Filaments (on stock hardware!) - 3DP101 by Maker’s Muse. 
3D Printing In TPU - Tips and Tricks by 3DMN. 
Which Flex is Best? Comparison by Maker’s muse. 
TPE Explained by all3Ddp. 
10 Best 3D Printers for TPU by Techieflux. (we had been using an Artillery X1 and woks great without further modification)

TPU 95A 
Pros 
Easier to print. 
Cheaper. 
More market 
options. 

Cons 
Not comfortable. 
Rigid. 
Harder to assemble. 

TPE 82A 
Pros 
More fabric like. 
Better at touch. 
Easy to assemble. 

Cons 
More expensive. 
Difficult to print in 
Bowden extruders. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fTJz6vMvtJ8&list=LLrEjen6HX-DKObDx-menODw&index=36&t=6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACRh51hdBxo&list=LLrEjen6HX-DKObDx-menODw&index=45&t=641s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7wMKp6q9ktE
https://all3dp.com/2/tpe-filament-explained-and-compared/
https://www.techieflux.com/best-3d-printers-for-tpu/
https://www.gearbest.com/3d-printer/pp_3001447641849895.html?wid=2000001
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fTJz6vMvtJ8&list=LLrEjen6HX-DKObDx-menODw&index=36&t=6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACRh51hdBxo&list=LLrEjen6HX-DKObDx-menODw&index=45&t=641s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7wMKp6q9ktE
https://all3dp.com/2/tpe-filament-explained-and-compared/
https://www.techieflux.com/best-3d-printers-for-tpu/
https://www.gearbest.com/3d-printer/pp_3001447641849895.html?wid=2000001
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This value can be from 20 to 28. 20 will 
have the finest result but a longer print 
and 28 will be way quicker to print.

If you are using a super soft material (85A) 
and you don’t have a printer appropriate 
for soft materials we recommend you to 
low all speed values.

*If you don’t find some of this seating just type them on the 
Search Settings bar.

Enable retraction will increase the stinging 
but low the chances jamming. 
Combing mode will low the stringing. 

Basic Cura settings.

Printing with just these values you would get this finish.
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*For a bi-color effect pause at height at the first layer and 
change the filament.

Create knit-like texture with Cura.

Wall Line Count must be at least 6 to a nice finish on the 
petal and lower part of the front and back parts. 
Putting the Top/Bottom thickness to 0 we are taking out the 
top-bottom layers than normally to make the printed model 
look solid and showing the infill. 

This value should be bigger than 25% for gyroid mesh. 
The smaller the % the quicker will print but the more 
transparent will look the mesh. For a more opaque result 
use a higher %. 
Beware that the direction of the pattern of the two layers has 
to be perpendicular 

Gyroid and zig zag are the most fabric looking options.

Gyroid is slower but more knit like. ZigZag is faster but looks more simple.

25% infill   5h11m 40% infill 5h53m 80% infill 8h7m

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1nBnVtOEAiY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1nBnVtOEAiY


Sizing 

• For easier sizing, the frontal and lateral parts will be the only size while the back part will vary depending on your size. 
• We enclose different size options from XS to XXL. 
• The name of the file includes information on and the corresponding size in the XS to XXL, The European/French size 

system, the UU.SS. size system and the UK/Australian size and the width of the bust width once the garment is fully put 
together in cm and Inches. 

• Please note that any size bigger than 94cm ( M-L 46EU 10US 14UK) the back to be printed in two parts. 
• If you are doubting between two sizes, choose the bigger one. 
• If none of the sizes above fit you can customize your size with the following instructions. 
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1. Measure your bust width with a 
measurement tape. Do it widely and 
put a couple of cm if you don’t think 
your shoulders can pass thought this 
measurement.

3. Check wich of the 
following Tinkerad on-line 
files is closer to your size 
and open it. 
• 82cm/32Inch 
• 87cm/34Inch 
• 92cm/36Inch 
• 97cm/38Inch 
• 102cm/40Inch 
• 112cm/44Inch

2. Log in or Create a 
Tinkercad account.

Customize your size.

4. Press the button 
Copy and Tinker this to 
enter the online editor 
and make your own 
version of the file.

https://www.tinkercad.com/
https://www.tinkercad.com/things/6k3fV2xSLnh
https://www.tinkercad.com/things/1oWWs9XIzRp
https://www.tinkercad.com/things/awATI3MgPyN
https://www.tinkercad.com/things/46zemET7wsD
https://www.tinkercad.com/things/ghGBpHXhCAn
https://www.tinkercad.com/things/0NdXYiaNLjp
https://www.tinkercad.com/things/6k3fV2xSLnh
https://www.tinkercad.com/things/1oWWs9XIzRp
https://www.tinkercad.com/things/awATI3MgPyN
https://www.tinkercad.com/things/46zemET7wsD
https://www.tinkercad.com/things/ghGBpHXhCAn
https://www.tinkercad.com/things/0NdXYiaNLjp
https://www.tinkercad.com/


 

 
*It is important that you export 
both parts separately- 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4.1 If bust size is smaller than 940mm 
you will only need to print one piece. 

Back width = bust with - 760 mm 

5.1 Modify the width of the red box 
shown in the following image with 
your calculated Back Width. Move 
the holed stripes to match the box 
without collapsing the holes. 

Back width

4.2 If the bust size is bigger than 940mm you 
will print back within two parts. 

Back width total = bust with - 760 mm  
Part width = (Back Total - 43) / 2 

5.1 Modify the width of the orange box 
shown in the following image with your 
calculated Part Width. Move the holed stripes 
to match the box without collapsing the holes.

4. Calculate which width you have to use in the back-part. The calculations will vary if 
your size is smaller or bigger than 94cm/37Inches. Convert your measurements in mm 
as Tinkercad uses the metric system.

Part width Part width

6. Select the 3 Parts that are together 
(you will have to do this twice if you 
have to print two parts) and select  

And Export Only the 3 selected 
shapes in .STL format. 
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To assemble the separately printed parts, button it up 
as shown in the image. It can be trickier than it looks 
but there is a technique. Place the flower as far as you 
can naturally and place the thumb under the flower.

Push the flower up 
with your thumb while 
you push latterally the 
other piece to make 
the hole bigger.

Once the main parts are assembled put the stripe 
passing the to holes on the edge through the two 
top parts. Do it on the front and back and pass the 
flower on the edge of the frontal stripe through the 
hole on the back part.

Assembling

Try the garment. If the stripes are too 
short, print as much 2cm or 7cm extension 
stripes as you need and place it between 
the back and frontal stripe parts.
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